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INTRODUCTION

The current survey is part of a larger work

pr ogramme being implemented by the Canadian

Embassy ini Santiago, Chile. This programme intends

to explore the varlous possibilities opening up for the

Canadian business community in Chule. Several

studies have already been conducted ini this regard.

Sectors such as Forestry, Energy, .Mining,

Telecommunications, Software, Fsheries and the

Environnient have been the subject of specific

research. Ail of them have explored the potential for

Canadian firms and individuals in the Chilean market.

The current study examines the potential for Canadian

services and service suppliers in the Chilean market

for various activities. It provides general information

on the Chilean economy as well as on its service

sector, including the most pertinent norma affectint

the supply of services by foreign providers. It also

provides more detailed information on specific

services. Sectoral profiles are included for financial
sices~ such as banking, life insurance and private

pension funds; construction. consulting and





EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

As Chile is becoming increasingly industrialized, the importance of services as a contributor to the
country's GDP is expanding. Ini 1992 alone, services accounted for 62% of GDP. Services in Chule
include a wide range of sectors of which, transport, communications, commerce and construction
have been the leading ones in terms of growth during the period 1988-1992. Ongomng deregulation
and privatization characterize the Chilean Goverrnent's modernization policy and have greatly
contributed to the sustained growth registered in sectors such as banking, insurance,
telecommunications, energy and transport.

Because the services sector includes such a wide range of activities, we have concentrated our
analysis on those areas that have not been covered in previous Embassy studies. More specifically,
the following service sectors will be profiled: banking, private pension funds, life insurance, health
services, and consulting and engineering, services as they apply to infrastructural development.

BANKING

Banking activities are controlled and supervised by the Superintendency of Banks, an autonom
agency linked to the Government through the Ministry of Finance.

As a resuit of the 1982 banking crisis when the Central Bank was forced to bail out ail national
banks (except for one) through subordinated debt, i 1986, the Government implemented a new
banking regulation which generated a more stable but also more restrictive envirotiment.

Chile's banlcing system is made up of 36 commercial banks of which 22 are predominantly foreign
owned. Two Canadian banks are represented i Chule - the Banik of Nova Scotia owns 30% of Banco
Sudamericano while'La Banque Nationale du Canada holda a 10% participation in Banco Osorno.

The Association of Banks and Financial Institutions has been pushing for the authorization of a less
restrictive banking law. A proposed Bill of Law was sent to Congress recommending to expand
activities of the banking system, including: leasing, factoring, securitization, issuing and operating
credit cards, transporting securities, and providing financial consulting'services among other business
activities. There is very little local expertise i these new activities. Possible changes i the
regulatory banking framework could open interesting opportunities for the supply of services i these
fields.



Securities and Insurance. Even though the regulatory framnework is very restrictive regarding the
diversification of their portfolio, AFP's are stili the largest institutional investor i the country. Their
assets amount to more than US$15.94 billion (approx 36% of GDP). Given the linits imposed by
law they tend to limnit the spectrum of sectors in which they buy financial instruments. The majority
of their funds are invested in the energy and telecommuni cation sectors, and to a lesser extent, heavy
industry, mining, and agroindustry.

There is a proposed Bill of Law which is recommending: an increase in the type of fmnancial
instruments i which AFPs can invest; a modification i the limits of ivestment to enable a greater
diversification; and an improvement in capital market regulations, especially those pertaimig to
conflict of iterest guidelines. Also, the proposed modifications include a broader spectrum of
activities performed by the AFPs, such as consultig services abroad and private safe customer
service of securities.

INSURANCE

Life insurance i Chile has experienced a significant. expansion over the past few years as it closely
related to the evolution of the social security system (private). Compared to other countries of Latin
Anierica, Chile has a reiatively low premium/GDP ratio (3.3 % ini 1992). I 1992, 46 insurance and
2 reinsurance companies were operating in Chile, of which 27 were life insurance companies. The
insurance sector lias a wide participation of foreign ivestment which operate ini conjunction with
national investors.

The Superitendency of Securities and Insurance Companies is responsible for the supervision of the
insurance business. The insurance companies are, after the pension funds, the second most important



180,000 million pesos (nominal), an increase of close ta 110 % «bhis compares to a 58 % increase in
total public expenditures for the same period). The World Bank and Inter-American Development
Bank are looking at projects in this field. Given Canada's worîd class expertise in developing and
providing health care services, there exists a real potential for Canadian companies to participate in
these future developments.

CONSULTING AND ENGINEERING SERVICES

The gap between the dynamism of the national economy and the slow modernization of the physical
infrastructure, particularly in the transport sector, mnust be resolved in order to ensure -sustained
growth ini Chile. The Chilean (Jovemnment, in order ta ensure an adequate development of
infrastructure, established a system of public concessions i public works.

Amnong the various components that comprise Chile's infrastructure, Canadian companies can play
a particularly active role i assisting the country develop its energy and transport systems. Chile's
increasîng demand for energy has meant the need for additional thermoelectric and hydroelectric
plants. Instead of relying on a depîeting domestic base of oil and coal stock though (for its
thermoelectric plants), Chule is looking ta Argentina and Bolivia for the supply of natural gas.
Questions sucli as, 'how to reconfigure the plants fromn hard combustibles, sucli as coal or wood, ta
soft combustibles, such as natural gas', or 'how to manage an efficient distribution system', must
be, and can be answered with Canadian solutions. As well, Canadian expertise in the area of co-
generation is something that could be exploited in Chile.

With respect to transport, opportunities are unfolding in road construction and port operations. The
privatization of railroad services, and the possible construction of a monorail in Santiago bring with
them other potential market opportunities'that the Canadian business community should explore.

Water resource management is another topic that is becoming increasingly important in Chile,
especially as the country continues to industriallze. Canadian companies can, and in fact are already
starting to provide consulting services in this particular area.

President Frei's Goverrnent lias repeatedly identified the improvement of Chile's standard of living
as one of its highest priorities. It is therefore anticipated that a great deal will be accomplished over
the next six years, in the areas of health, education and infrastructure. Also, with the arrivai of
natural gas, the increase in energy demand and the depletion of national oil reserves, the energy
sector should be one of great diversification and expansion in the coming years. These are the sectors
where international financial institutions are focusing their projects, and subsequently the sectors
where Canadian companies should direct their efforts
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CIlLE: SOME GENERAL INFORMATION

1. THE ECONOMY:

1. Chule is located in the South-western tip of Southamerica and borders with Perdi on the North;
Bolivia and Argentina on the East; South with the South Pote and West with the Pacific Ocean.

2. Chile covers a continental area of 756,626 square kilometers and over 2,000,000 square
kilometers if islands and the Antarctic territory are included. Santiago, the capital city, is located in
the Metropolitan Region while the rest of the country is divided into 12 Regions. Accordmng to the
1992 National Census, Chile's population borders 13,300.000 people, with nearly 40% of it
concentrated i Santiago. The VIIIth (Bio-Bio) Region and the Vth (Valparaiso) Region concentrate
another 24.0% of the total population.

Source: Banico Central de Chite.

3. Total GDP will have expanded from US$ 27 billion i 1988 to around US$40 billion by
1993. As a result, per capita income was expected to reach US$3,000 by the end of that year (Sec
Graphic 1). Gross fixed capital formation grew steadily from 16.7 % of GDP i 1988 to almost 20 %
durig 1992.

4. Soin. key social idicators for the. ycar 1990 were: a population growth rate of 17 per 1000
inhabitants, infant death rate at 16.0 per thousand inhabitants and life expectancy at birth of 72
years. According to the. 1992 Census, the. illiteracy rate for those 15 ycars old and over was only
8.9%, down fron il1% i the 1970 Crnus. Students enrolled i Primary school amounted to
2,002,957 (98% of the correspondig age group), those i Secondary School to 699,455, i
Scientific-Humanistic Secondary Schools to 436,893 and i Technical-Professional Secondary Schools

CHILE
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Graph 2

CHILE: Sectoral composition of GDP
1992
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Graph 3
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Source: Banco Central de, Chite.

7. The sectoral composition of Chile's GDP during 1992 can b. seen in Graph 2.

8. Between 1987 and 1992, Chile's GDP expanded by 41 %. The fastest growth was registered
by Transport and Communications activities with an expansion of almost 80% in the five-year
period; Commuerce and Construction followed, with 59.1% and 46% respectively. Not even
Manufacturing nor Fishing -with rates of growth of 41% and 32% each- camne close to such
performance.

of 1990 - a severe adjustment program was implemented that year to
Up of strong inflationary pressures- Chile's GDP has been growing at

)eak of 27.3 per
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11. Total merchandise exports were around US$10 billion during 1993, roughly 25% of GDP,
up from US$7 billion ini 1988. Foreign trade -the sum of exports and imports of merchandises-
represented over 50% of the country's GDP during 1993. Mining, agricultural products, forestry and
fishmng represented nearly 60% of total exports during 1992, while the share of mndustrial products
i the same total expanded from 3 3. 1% i 1990 to 40.9 % i 1992. M ining, mainly copper, contiues

to be the major exporting sector with 47% of the total.

lus i their balance of trade, a trade deficit of the
The balance of payments resuits will still yield a
of foreign capital. Total foreign reserves stood at

ent to a full year import bill).
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15. The total
MW number of persons

employed in Chile
amount to 4.900.000

ioooopeople. Average real
wages increased by

< 2% during 1993. The
unemployment rate
ran at about 4.6% by
the end of 1993. The

ieoe lm0 190 1901 ii lon ighestunemployment
YOs rate' (7%) was

registered "in the lId
Region (North) while

ource: Banco Central de Chile. the lowest was, the
XIIth Region in the
South (2.5%).

Fnemployment is higher among women (15%) and among those aged 14-25 years of age (10%

6. A recent survey conducted during ENADE 1993 ( Encuentro Nacional de la Empresa)
iowed a moderate optimisin on the part of the domestic business community with respect to the
rospects of the Chilean economy for 1994. Chicean GDP is expected to grow at 4.0% with
riemployment rising to 5 % during 1994. Gross Domestic Investinent is expected to be of the order
f 26 to 28% of GDP, while National Savings wiIl be around 20% of GDP, with total consumption
çpanding by 4.5% during the year. Total exports, wilI be roughly the saine as during 1993 while
riports will falI slightly. Accorcling to the saine survey the foreign external debt will ruse
oderately to US$20.500 millions, On the other hand, the international price of copper is expected
remain in the range of US$ 0.80 per pound during 1994 while the consumer price index is,

S
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i

tc,
expected to rise by 12 % during between

US$ 208.2 million in exports froin
Canada and after two copnsecutive

order of US$ 3.4 million. Canadian
ided at only 2.8 % in the 1992/1993
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18. Canada's main imports from Chile are: fruit, wine, copper, fish meal, other minerais. fish
and seafood. Meanwhile Chile's main imports from Canada are: machinery and parts, wheat, mining
equipment and other machinery, bituminous coal, potassium, molybdenum, asbestos.
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Il. CIHILE'S SERVICE SECTOR:

11.1 Facts & Figures

19. Although less evident than in the case of industrialized countries, Chile's service sector bas
become increasingly important as a contributor to the country's GDP, employmient generation -and
foreign exchange earnings. Furthermore, its dynamism and modernization is growingly recognized
as an important mngredient of the country's international economic competitiveness.

Graph 5

Sectoral composition of FDI
_____________________________________

Tmanaporwaien (12%)-j

Seruioes (24e,)

P-ConsiJL#.im (1.47.)

A-grkvuu (4S%.)

-Forett, (4.47.)

Source: Foreign Investment Coomttee

key role ini the modernization and growth
iod (Sec Graph 5). Key to this development
>een directly affected by the modernization
lation, privatization and the. opening Up of
investors have focused substantially in major
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service industries such as banking, insurance, telecommunications, energy, transport as well as many

professional and business services.

21. The relative importance of the service s<
of GDP in 1974 to almost 62% in 1992. The

in the Chilean economy grew steadily from 52%
ce sector in Chile includes wholesale and retail
lities and a variety of financial, professional,

:overnment services.

,on were the leading

, 2,865,200 (63%)
,rage labor service
icing sectors of the

23. Out of a total of 4,7'
were employed by service
productivity is slightly lowe
economy.
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11.2 Somne Key Infrastructure Facilities

>II.2.a Air Transport Facilities

27. There are six major commercial national
airlines ini Chule. Lfnea Aérea Nacional (LAN) and
Linea Aérea del Cobre (LADECO) are the biggest
national airlines and both are private and partially
foreign owned. Available cargo capacity for these
airlines -in their national opetations- grew by 57%
between 1988 and 1992 (283.5 million tons per
kilometer) while their available cargo capacity for
international operations expanded by over 105 % i the
saine period reaching 1.3 billion tons per kilometer.
Merchandise cargo in the international operations grew
by 125 % between 1988 and 1992.

28. Accordig to the Junta Nacional de Aeronàutica (National Civil Aviation Council), Chilean
carriers capture 35 % of the iternational passenger traffic. Other national carriers include: Aerolfneas
Cordillera Ltda.(AEROCOR), Lfnea Aérea del Norte, Lfnea Aérea Andina Ltda. Linea Aérea Fast
Air Carrier Ltda.

29. LAN Chile's share accotunts for 21 % of the total market while LADECO follows with
14. 1 %. European carriers (namely, Lufthansa, Iberia and KLM) have a 25 % market share, other
Latin American carriers represent a 22% share, while North American carriers take 17% of the
market (American Airlines is the third largest operator in this market with a 12.4% share).

30. Total passenger trafflc during the January-September period for 1993 amounted to 463
thousand (a 21 % growth with respect to the saine period in 1992). United showed a 156% growth
rate in the number of international passengers carried during the sad6 period.

31. For several years, Chile has maintained an "open skies" policy towards international alr
transportation (cargo as well as passengers). Most of the major international air carriers have regular
operations to and froin Chile.

U r.ý1 \Y VI, N

el
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11.2.b Telecommunications Facilities:

32. There are nine major telecommunication
conglomnerates in Chile serving a fast growing
long distance and international m 'arket ( it its
estimnated. to be growmng at 20% per year since
the 1970's).

33. The full telecommunications market was
worth about US$1 billion in 1992. Compafiia de
Teléfonos de Chile (CTC), of which 44% is
owned by Telefônica de Espafla, bas a virtual
monopoly of the local calîs market while, until
early 1993, Entel Chile had a monopoly over
the international long distance market.

34. After Congress approved the multicarrier system, the battle for the international calîs market
has intensifled with fierce discount competition among the companies operating i this area. TIhere
are, at present, four companies positioning thenuselves for this market: Entel-Chile, CTC, VTR and
Chilesat. Ahl of them will compete with heavy investment underway i long distance and international
networks, including fiber optics and satellite equipment.

35. Data, voice and fax transmnission as welI as an ever growig number of new value-added
services are increasingly avaiable to companies and individuals tbrough private and public networks
and though they rrpresent only 10% of the market, they are growing fast. The market is so attractive
that only durig 1993 investment in the sector is expected to reach US$600 millions, favorig
international long distance infrastructure as well as the development of liber optics networks to serve
the national long distance needs. Profit margins in Entel for the international long distance market
were around 50% during 1992 while the local phone service yielded only 20% for CTC. It is
estimated that international calîs are heavily concentrated in a rather small number of customers
(around 7.000), basically companies.

hile has only about 10 lies per 100 inhabitants, local telephone lines have
and are expected to reach 1.700.000 during 1994 and 2.500.000 by the end of
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39. 'lic most spectacular growth has been registered in the cellular telephone market. Only
during 1993 it is expected to grow by 50%, reaching 100.000 lines during 1994. While CTC cellular
lias the lion's share there are three other companies operating in this market.

11.3 THE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
Major pieces of legisiation: Laws, Nornns and Regulations
affecting trade i services in Chile.

40. With regard to its trade and investment ____

regimes, Chile lias one of the most open economies in_____
the continent. The following paragraplis summarize
major pieces of legisiation which affect trade and
investmnent in services in Chile. Most of this material
contains non-discriminatory norms and regulations
affecting domestic as well as foreign service providers
in thp. eninnftrv nned thpi, mzinIv deteribe. thi
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44. There are three legal ways to invest in Chile through the Formai Market, iLe., Foreign
Investment Law (Decree Law 600), Chapter XIV of the Foreign Exchange Law and Capitalization
of the Chilean Foreign Debt (Chapter XIX of the Foreign Exchange Law)

II.3.c.i Decree Law 600:
45. Decree Law 600 is based on the prmnciples of non discrimination and it grants full national
treatment to foreign investors. It applies to capital brought i the forms of freely convertible foreign
exchange, tangible assets, technology that can be capitalized and loans tied to foreign mnvestmnent
projects. It guarantees access to the Formai market for the repatriation of capital and profits while
providing special exemptions relating to taxes and customn duties. The authorization of foreign
investmnent is grantecl by the Foreign Investment Committee after a simple and expedient procedure.
Under this law, the investor enters into a contract with the State of Chule. Capital and related profits
may be repatriated after one year, after payment of Chilean taxes.

II.3.c.ii Chapter XIV:
46. Chapter XIV of the Foreign Exchange Law only applies to capital brought in and registered
with the Central Bankc in the form of foreign currency. A certificate is issued by the Bank. Capital
and profit repatriation is subject to the terms and conditions i force at the time the foreign exchange
bas been converted into local currency. Capital may be repatriated after one year and there are no
limits regarding time or amount for the repatriation of profits.

11.3.c.iii Chapter XIX:
47. Chapter XIX of the Foreign Exchange Regulations regulates the acquisition of certain
documents of the Chilean debts by foreign investor to invest in Chule. Such papers are purchased
at a discount value and converted into local currency, through the banking system, at their face value
to implement the investment which may be a newly established operation or the acquisition of an
existing company. Capital may not be repatriated before ten years while profits earned during the
first four years may only be repatriated as from the fifth year onwards, with a limit of 25 % of the
accumulated earnings. The increasing value of these papers i the secondary market as compared to
its face value (around 95 %) bas made this option boss and boss attractive to foreign investors.

H.3.d The Tax Regiine:

48. Apart from the Custom duties, there are six major taxes i Chile: Value Added Tai (VAT),
Income Tai, Stamp Tai, Real Estate Tai, Gifts and Inheritance Tai, and a Special Sales Tai. All

Sprepared as of December 31 while income tax returns
g year. VAT, payrob and witbholding taxes must be
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owned

id partniers are flot domiciled
when profits are distributed

;a 15% Fir

to an
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57. Royalties, patents and fees for technical assistance are subject to a general withholding tax
of 35 %. Intercompany charges made to local branches and remitted abroad to the headquarters,
although tax deductible for income tax purposes may be charged with a 35 % withholding tax as well.

58. Exempted from the withholding tax are payments for freight, shipping and clearing expenses,
weighing, sampling and analysis of products, certain insurance, international telecommunications,
smelting, refining, and application of special processing of Chilean products.

59. Lower withholding tax rates are applicable in some exceptional cases. These cases are
described below.

60. Payments to insurance companies with no commercial presence ini Chile for the insurance of
equipment or goods located ini Chile and for life and medical insurance of individuals residing in
Chile are subject to a 22% rate.

61. Payments for rental, lease, charter or other contracts for the use of foreign vessels in coastal
trade are subject wo a 20% rate, while remunerations wo nondomiciled individuals or entities for
maritime transport from and to Chilean ports as well as from services to vessels and freight in
Chilean or foreign ports are subject wo a 5 % withholding tax.

62. Technical assistance or engineering services provided abroad are subject to a 20% rate.
Reinsurance is subject to a 2% rate as well as payments for the rentai of imported capital goods
which are eligible for the deferral of customn duties are alsosubject wo a 2% rate.

II.M..ii Oter taxes:

63. Real estate taxes are annually charged at a rate of 2% on the fiscal appraisal value of the
property. Gifts and inheritances are levied with a progressive tax ranging from 1 % wo 25 %. Such
tax is not applicable wo the property of deceased foreigners located abroad, unless it has been
acquired with income produced in Chile.

11.3.f Regional and free zones inoentfoe:

64. A special tax regime and special regulations apply wo die extreme northern and southern
regions of the country, including a reduction of the First Category Tax wo 9% .There is also a bonus
of 20% of total investment for some of them, subject wo a given limit. Free zones ( Iquique and
Punta Arenas) benefit from an exception wo VAT taxes and custom duties. Income taxes are

wishing to
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66. Nnntoas or non-pemaet rsdn are subject to the same legisiation as Chilean

employes, with a few exceptions:

67. Companies witb more than 25 enployees, must employ at least 85 % of Chilean personnel,

68. Rmnrtosto ke pald in foreign currency to non-nationals mnust keatoie byth
CenralBan. Hwevr, t des ot utoatialy grant access to the Formai Market. Non-nationals

inay <obtain a waiver of social security cotiuins, provided they are affiliated abroad t> a system
covering benefits at Ieast similar to those rendered in Chile.
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(THILE: BCNIIh6

L. DESCRIPTION 0F TH1E SECTOR

1.1 INTRODUCTION

1. he current liberalization of the Chilean banking sector began in 1975. This was evidenced
in three areas of the banking business:

a.- they were allowed to perfotm a more diverse set of activities than in the past,
b.- foreign banks were incorporated into the national market, and
c.- direct access to externat fmnancing sources was authorized

2. I the year 1982 the sector underwent an acute crisis which led to the implementation of
various mechanisms to reclaim the system and which reached its completion i 1986 with important
amendments to the General Banking Law.

3. The aforementioned crisis forced the Central Bank to bail out aIl national banks, except for
the BICE. Thanks to the suhordinated debt banks were able to continue in operation, with the
comm-itment of apportioning a high percentage of their future profits to its repayment.
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GRAPH 1

Banks with subordinated debt
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1.2 SCOPE AND NATURE 0F THE SYSTEM

6. The banking system is made up of 36 commercial banks2. Of these, 22 banks are
predomidnantly foreign-owned and 14 are national banks'. These figures show an average of one bank
for every 330,000 people ini Chule (in the U.S.A. this ratio is of one bank for every 16,000 people);
however, several banking excecutives are anticipating some bank mergers in the future.

7. National banks control the largest share of the banking activity. 0f the foreign banks, 15 are
either agencies or subsidiaries of their Head Offices and 7 are set up as public corporations.

8. Canadian banks are represented in Chule through their participation in two banks classified
as national ones: the Banco Osorno, i which the Banque Nationale du Canada bas 10%
participation, and the Banco Sudamericano, i which the Scotia Bank owns 30% of the stock.

9. The government participates in the banking system through the Banco del Estado de Chile,
which bas a monopoly of the Banking operations of the Chilean public sector ("Cuenta Unica Fiscal).

10. The number of banks operating in Chule has not changed over the last seven years. This is
due to the fact that the Superintendency has flot authorized new entrants into the system. However,
during the sanie period there have been important changes in the ownerships of already existing
banks. Likewise, there have been changes i the names of banks as an outcome of the acquisition
of already existing institutions.
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11. The banking activity - measured through total loans and its share in the GDP - is reflected
in Tables I and II:

TABLE 1
Total Loans by the Banking System

(in million US$)

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Private National

Banks 6.634 8.078 7.777 8.189 10.273 1
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12. Over the last years, the growth of fmnancial intermediation, bas been much higher than the
average expansion of the GDP. However, the rate of growth of the banking activity, as such, bas
been tower than the growth of the GDP.

13. The number of institutions went down from 37 to 36 banks, between 1987 and 1992.
Nevertheless, the number of offices increased from 862 to 1070 over that period, whereas
employment ini the sector increased from 30,000 to 39,000 people.

14. The loss of relative importance of the banking system ini national financial intrmediation over
the last years is accounted for -- among other reasons -- by:

a.- the entry to the financial industry of institutions which directly compete with
services traditionally offered by the banldng system. Such is the case of the saving
accounts managed by the Pension Funds Management Companies (AFPs), the so-
called Account II, and of other entities such as the Mutual Funds. These companies
are, as a rule, subsidiaries of banks established in the market;

b- the rapid rate of increase in consumer's credits (personal instaliment loans) provided by
Department Stores on their own and through Financial Companies; and,

c.- Additionally, the high cost of money in the local market which bas led many corporations
- especially between the years 1991 and 1992 - to resort to issuing stock as a source for
funding. This situation is not observed at present. A limited number of large companies have
been able to resort to external financing by issuig ADRs (American Depositary receipts)
through the New York Stock Exchange. This phenomenon has been supported of late by the
improvement i the ratig of the country-risk which Standard and Poor releases and which
increased the Chilean rating from BBB to BBB+ as of december 1993.

the Banc the Banco dethe Banco
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1.3.- WHAT BANKS CAN AND CAN NOT DO IN CHILE

1.3.A REGULAR BANKING OPERATIONS

17. The opérations which commercial banks can carry out are as follows:
(i) Acceptance of deposits and other repayable funds from the public, in national or foreign
currency,
(ii) lending of various types including consumer credit, mortgage loans, credit and financing
of commercial transactions,
(iii) grant loans and discount documents as well as money transmidssion services,
(iv) intermediate effects or papers of commerce and securities, make collections, payments
and transfer funds,
(v) deal in foreign trade transactions,
(vi) issue letters of credit,
(vii) guarantee negotiable drafts or bills of exchange and act as guarantor,
(viii) issue bid or surety bonds,
(ix) accept values i safe custody,
(x) accept and carry out trust commissions,
(xi) act as financial Agents for national and international institutions,
(xii) buy, hold and selI bonds or securities issued by the State or authorized international
Institutions, and
(xiii) buy, hobd and seli fixed-income securities.

1.3.B OTHER TRANSACTIONS 0F FINANCIAL INTERMEDIATION

18. The law authorizes' banks to set up subsidiaries to become involved in activities which
complement their main activitv. flhese are: Securities Agent- Stnck Excrhqange RrnkAt-r6 MihïI Fuïntic



Bankcs, under the current legisiation, have created more than 30 subsidiaries. Some foreign
rs have created institutions which offer services similar to those of the subsidiaries, though
rthpmcg.Ivp1! Airpptly tIn their i4.nr~i (ffiri-,q in thpir conntrv of oriLyin. Such is the case of the nw., .w.
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Il.- REGULATORY INSTITUTIONS

ILL1- Superintendency of Banks and Financîal Institutions

22. The Superintendency is an autonomous agency which relates itself with the Govermment
through the Ministry of Finance. It is responsible for exerting full control and supervision over the
activities of the commercial banks, the financial institutions, the subsidiaries of banks, offices
established abroad, representations of foreign banks and issuers and operators of credit cards.

23. The main responsibilities of the Superintendency are to: (i) authorize the setting up,
suspension or termination of a banking activity, (ii) apply and interpret the legal provisions governing
the sector, (iii) examine and request information on the transactions of the institutions which are
supervised by it, (iv) issue guidelines to correct deficiencies, (v) establish standards for submitting
financial statements, (vi) authorize the publication of fmnancial statements and (vii) control the proper
disclosure 0f information to the public.

24. Additionally, the Superintendency lias optional riglits: if an institution becomes insolvent, it
can cancel its authorization and declare (with the prior agreement of the Central Bank) its
bankruptcy'. It can aiso censor or appiy fines on fmnancial. institutions. If a financial institution
displays instability or inefficient management, it can restrict or forbid its operations for a flxed
periocl of time. It can aiso designate an inspector or provisional administrator fully empowered with
ail the rights of both the Board of Directors and the General Manager in the case of an institution
which lias been the object of repeated fines or presents a situation which is a cause of concern in
what respects its economic stability.

25. Finally, the Superintendency lias the obligation of providing the public with information
regarding the placement of funds, investments made and other asset-related matters of the financial
institutions, evaluating the financial soundness of their operations.

I1.2.-Banco Central de Chile

26. The Banco Central de Chile (Centrai Bank) must ensure the stability of the currency and the
normal operation of the system of internal and external payments. The Law entrusts the Bank with
the function of regulating the amount of money, credit and aIl transactions in matters of foreign
exchange. The Central Bank is an autonomous institution, regulated by the Orgamic Law No. 18,840.
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111. THE RENDER1NG OF BANKING SERVICES BY FOREIGN PROVIDERS.
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111. 1.11- Speciic Procedures to establish subsidiaries of foreign banks.

33. The steps are as follows:
a.- Submit an Application: Submit an application with the Superintendency of Banks in
order to obtain a Provisional Certificate. This application may be rejected without expressing
any cause whatsoever. The application must contain the following information: certificate of
legal existence issued by the conipetent authority of the country of origin, name and domicile
of thxe Head Office, actual capital involved in the operation of the subsidiary in Chile and a
power of attorney to whomsoever will handie the establishment of a commercial presence of
the subsidiary in Chule. With this information and, should it be accepted, the Superintendency
will issue a Provisional Certificate which has a duration of 10 months.
b.- Final Authorization: In order to obtain it, the following procedures must be complied
witx: (i) obtain the authorization froni thxe Foreign Investment Committee to bring the capital
into the country either under DL No. 600 on Foreign Investmnent or Chapter XIX, (ii)
legitimate the following documents: articles of incorporation of the corporation"0 , charter of
legal existence in the country of origin, agreement of the Board of Directors to establish a
commercial presence through a subsidiary in Chule and the power of attorney granted by the
corporation to the agent who will represent it in the country, (iii) make a statement indicating
the name of the subsidiary in Chule operating as a banlcing institution pursuant to what is
prescribed in thxe Generai Banking Law, (iv) ail property belonging to the branch or
subsidiary will be subject to Chilean laws and, (y) which is fixe actual capital and the
domicile of the Agency in Chule and of the Head Office in fixe country of origin. With ail fixe
above information, the Superintendency will issue a Resolution approving the installation of
fixe subsidiary whlch to have full legai effect must be registered in the Chilean Register of
Commerce and be published in fixe Officiai Gazette of thxe Republic of Chile.

III.I.C.- Other speclfic situations

34. T"Me temporary movement of technical and professionai. providers in connection with fixe
banking activity are not subject to any restrictions other than normal migration requirements
regarding their access to fixe national market. There exist some differences regarding fixe taxation
treatment to non-residents which are described in Chapter I.

111.2 NATIONAL TREATMIENT

35. lIn Chile, as a rule, national treatment is granted to foreigx capital. However, in fixe area of

regime
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IV.- FUTUB USINESS POTNIE



44. At the regional level, local banks are obtaining funding abroad to finance foreign trade in
Latin Amnerica. Taking advantage of the good fmnancial image of the country, they obtain resources
at a low cost i the U.S.A. and grant boans to banks in Perd~, Brazil and Bolivia at much higher
rates. The Latin American Association of Integration (LAIA), through the Agreement of Reciprocal
Payments and Credits obliges the central banks to guarantee the letters of credit and payment orders;
through this mechanism, the Chilean banks transfer the risk involved in these operations to the
central banks of the debtor countries and benefit from a high profitability at a 10w risk.

45. In none of these new activities there exists great local expertise. Hence, the changes in the
regulatory norms open up an interesting market to the supply of diversity of services of technological
support and management. Also, an interesting field would open up to render services directly to final
users.
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BANCO DE SANTIAGO
President
Mr. Julio Barriga Silva
General Manager Banco de Santiago:
Mr. Hector Valdes Ruiz
Phone: 692-4000
Fax: 6967930
Address: Bandera 172 Santiago

BANCO DE SANTANDER
President
Mr. Mauricio Larrain Garces
General Manager Banco de Santander:
Mr. Jose Alvarez Parra
Phone: 6312000
Fax:6960622
Address: Agustinas 920 Santiago

BANCO DE A. EDWARDS
President
Mr Agustin Edwards del Rio
General Manager Banco de A. Edwards:

Santiago
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5. With respect to the social security systems which existed previously, they were ail merged
into the INP (Social Security Normalization Institute), which still operates, but marginally, i the
market. Apart from ihis, there are social security regimes subject to a special legal framework for
the Armed Forces (Caja de Previsiôn de la Defensa Nacional -- Social Security Agency for the
National Defenoe) and for the uniforrned police (Carabineros de Chile Social Security Directorate).

6. Thougli the system lias, been i operation for scarcely a decade, it lias, managed to incorporate
approximately four million four hundred and forty thousand affiliates (including both salaried and
self-empioyed workers) from a total of about five million people i the Chulean labor force.

7. The AFPs Provida, Santa Marfa, Habitat and Summa, are the largest ini the country i terms
of the number of affiliates. The evolution of the number of affiliates by AFP - between 1982 and
1992- is shown i the following Table (Table I):

TABLE 1
TOTAL NUIUER OF AFFILIATES ET AFP

11986 1988
1992

12471 ¶4041 II ~ __10793 _

zi 327 -~1
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Unin 323227 330124 33851030415

TOTAL 1.440 1.930 2.591 3.183 3.740 4.435
(Mi ittion)
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TABLE II
PORTFOLIO OF PENSIOM FDES BY FINANCIAL INSTRIUENTS

(as up to December 31,1992. in US8 million)

AFP State Institutions Finawcial Institutions Private Total Assets
Companies

Banguardia 27,72 29,27 14,76 71,75

8ansander 54,27 56,99 25,28 136,56

Concordia 64,60 39,08 45,13 149,34

Cuprum 468,94 319,33 333,81 1123,08

Libertador 93,07 124,48 109,11 326,80

Fomenta 9,7 10,00 1,17 25,58

Futuro 29,0 34,42 25,08 88,50

Habitat 1007,65 478,80 768,87 2258,55

Invierta 70,85 70,53 86,34 228,24

Laboral 0,59 0,66 0,32 1,59

Magister 94,91 82,14 94,53 271,72

Planvital 66,89 66,67 71,94 205,58

Previpan 0,84 0,68 0,46 1,99

Protecci6n 174,25 157,48 139,36 472,18

Provida 1116,62 590,72 925,11 2634,42

Qualitas 7,28 6,84 2,77 16,89

Sta Marie

Sunna

2128,12

1315,56

959,09

ints
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II. REGULATORY INSTITUTIONS

15. The institutions which regulate AFPs are the SuDerintendencv of AFPs and

of the
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1II. THE RENDERING 0F PENSION FUTNDS MANAGEMENT BY FOREIGN SUPPLIERS

111.1 MARKET ACCESS

18. The only possible way that foreign suppliers can participate in the pension funds management
business is through the establishment of a commercial presence under the form of a juridical person
legally chartered in Chule as a corporation or through the acquisition of existing companies operating
in the area. In terms of market access, there does flot exist any discrimination whatsoever between
national and foreign suppliers.

II.1A GENERAL PROVISIONS

19. The main general provisions governing the operation of AFPS are:
-They must be set up as co 'rporations: L-egally they must be set up as listed public
corporations, complying in their setting up and articles of incorporation by the provisions
which regulate this type of corporations.
- Minimum capital: The minimum capital required to set up a Pension Funds Management
Company is the equivalent of 5,000 UFs (equivalent to about US$ 125 thousand) which must
be subscribed and paid at the moment the deed is authorized by a Public Notary. AFPs must
permanently maintain a net equity at least equal to the minimum capital required, which will
be increased in proportion to the number of affiliates:

Up to 4,900 affiliates 5,000 UF
5,000 to 7,499 affiliates 10,000 UF
7,500 to 9,999 affiliates 15,000 UF
10,000 or more affiliates '20,000 UF

- Sole and exclusive objective: AFPs are public corporations whose sole and exclusive
purpose is that of managing a pension fund and the granting of the benefits and social
security assistance stipulated in the law. Consequently, they can not become involved in
financial activities which pertain ta banks, insurance companies or any others except the



III.1.B COMPOSITION AND DESTINATION OF PENSION FUNDS. WHAT CAN
THEY INVEST IN?
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GRAPH 1

AFP'S INVESIMENT PORTFOLIO
(31 deoember 1993)

*FOREIGN INSTRUMENTS

(0%* MORTOAGE BONDS

M IME DEPOSrTS

MINVESTMENT FUNDS

MGOVERNMENT BONDS

(1%) * FINANCIAL.INsTITUTIoNs

*CORPORATE BONDS

*CORPORATE STOCKS

SOURCE: SUPERINTENDENCIA DE AFP. Shares roundod to the uiity.

i. On account of the volume of resources managed by them, AFPs are the biggest institutional
vestors ti the country while receiving a constant flux of new fiinds. Given the limits iniposed by
x they tend to buy similar fmnancial instruments, which at present are îssued by flot more than 50
terprises. These, in their majority, are ti the energy and telecommunkcations sectors, and to a



must contain a scinwhereby an applicaini umte to the Superintendent who, after having
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-Increase the type of fiiancial, instruments in which AFPs can invest.
-Modify the limits of investment in order to enable a greater diversification of the portfolio,

by expanding the type of instruments and issuers in which investments can be madle.
- Improve the rules regulating the capital market, especially in what concerns rules to reduce
the conflicts of interest of corporations which manage funds belonging to a third party and
intermediaries in securities and the strengthening of the Risk Rating system.

37. The proposed modifications towards incorporating new financial instruments and for
increasing the limnits on particular instruments attempts to reduce the current regime which accords
unreasonable emphasis to the restrictions to invest on specifie instrument. Ihis impides giving due
consideration to the structure of a global portfolio which seeks to optimize the combination of risk
and return for the investments macle by the Fund.

38. The expansion of the alternatives for investment', which must have the approval of the Risk
Rating Commission are the following':

- Shares of listed publicly traded private corporations with a 10w presence in the Stock
Exchange.
- Bonds convertible into shares to finance projects.
- Indexed Acknowledgement Bonds issued by the Social Security Normalization Institue or
other Social Security Institutions.
- Capital instruments from foreign issuers and debt instruments of companies, not having any
State or public guarantee.
- Other securities offered to the public authorized by the Central Bank or others issued b'y
the Banco del Estado.
- Shares of listed publicly tradied private corporations not subject to the approval of the Risk
Rating Commission.

39. I terms of the purpose of AFPs, the new amendments authorize AFPs to set up in Chile
other subsidiaries which may render consukting services abroad i matters related to their activity and
invest as such on the establishment of AFPs i other countries or in foreign corporations whose
activity is related to social security matters. Additionally, it allows AFPs to directly participate in
the ownership and management of services which will provide private safe custody service of

wnicn
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CHAI'TER IV

LIFE INSURANCE SERVICES IN CHILE

I.- NATURE AND DIMENSION 0F THE SYSTEM

1. Until Uic decade of thc eighties, thc Chilcan life insurance market operated under conditions
of poor competition. Legisiation was inadequate and imposed the obligation to reinsure ini the
country. Companies were affected by capital shortages and they operatcd i a scarcely developed
financial market.

GRAPH 1

LIFE & GENERAL INSURANCE
(relative shares)

aMUFE

Agggý,,,U L 13GENERAL
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either for the duration of or at the end of the policy. The first group are termed General Insurance
and the second are designated 11fr lnsuranoe. No compmny can undertake bt htypes of activities simukmaeously.

TABLE I
Direct premniums a~s prceztage of GUi>

-in percentages-I Yr Genrat Insuramc. f t JInuravtce Tota
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4. There are also institutions involved exclusively in reinsurance, that is, to take insurance from
other companies. These reinsurance companies can operate i terms of one type of insurance or of
both.

5. Life Insurance in Chile bas cxperienccd a great expansion over the last years' and it is closely
related to the evolution of social security system2. Consequently, it lias a growth potential which lias
not been fully developed.

6. The growth of the insurance market is presented ini Table 1 which shows its evolution with
regard to the shares of direct premiums to GDP.
7. Compared to other countries i Latin America, sucli as Argentina and Venezuela, Chile has
a relatively low premiuni/GDP ratio. However, with respect to life insurance, Latin Anicrican
countries display percentages below 1 %, a figure which is considerable lower than the Chilean rate
for 1992.

8. 'he strong growth of the Chulean insurance market i the last years lias been related
unquestionably to the Social Security Reform of 1981. fiat rcform authorized the privatization of
the pension system, assigning to both Pension Funds Management Companies (AFPs) (See Chapter
III) and insurance companies the responsibility of managing the social sccurity resources of the new
system.

9. The role of the insurance companies is channelled through two main activities. The firat
involves disablement and survivorship' insurance and the second entails the management of the social
security resources and which corne mainly from the sale of life annuity insurance4.

10. flic importance of life annuities for insurance companies la observed i tic insurance
portfolios which they hold. To December 1992, 70% of the portfolios were made up of life
annuities, 18 %, by traditional life insurance and 12 % by insurance with AFPS (disablement and
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-percentages-

TABLE 11
Investments by Type of Instrunents

Insurance Compnies A B C D E F TOTAL
Aetna 43.3 6.4 0.9 9.0 20.6 19.7 470.110

Attlianz Bice 49.3 26.3 11.1 0.0 9.4 3.8 12.805
Banmedica 51.2 13.7 1.9 0.8 11.6 20.7 50.194

Chitena Cons. 47.1 23.8 0.3 1.5 10.7 16.7 101.794
Cigna 49.3 14.7 15.3 2.9 4.7 13.0 29.062
Coensa 49.6 17.7 1.0 10.4 19.9 1.4 140.414
Cons.Nationat 50.6 17.0 0.1 10.5 15.4 6.3 777.822
Construcción 33.3 17.2 1.3 9.8 19.3 19.0 347.605
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III.- THE RENDERING 0F LIFE INSURANCE SERVICES BY FOREIGN PRO VIDERS

III.1I.- MARKET ACCESS

22. Life insurance services can be rendered locally by public corporations set up in Chule with
the sole purpose of conducting these activities. They may also be taken directly abroad -by people
or institutions who are residents in Chile', with the exception of compulsory disablement,survivorship insurance and social security life annuities. When residents, ini Chile take insurance
directly abroad they have a special tax treatment and the possibility of access to the formaI foreign
exchange market to defray the payment of these operations. The legal setting Up of public insurance
corporations must be carried out i accordance with the Law on Public Corporations.

23. Reinsurance effected by insurance and reinsurance institutions of contracts celebrated in
Chile can be done through:

a.- Insurance companies established i Chile and with public corporations whose object is tooperate in the area of reinsurance. Both are subject to the control of the Superintendency of
Securities and Insurance Companies.
b,- Foreign reinsurance institutions which are registered with the Register of Foreign
Remnsurance Companies which is maitained by the Superintendency of Securities and
Insurance Companies7.
c.- Intermediaries or brokers who are registered i the register of isurance brokers of the
Superintendency.

24. The foreign companies with a commercial presence in Chule are subject to same market
accesa conditions as those for Chilean companies.

(DFL No. 251 of 1931 and its subsequent
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27. Li i fidebtdes The maximum timit of indebtedness can flot be higher than 5 times
the net equity of the insurance companies and 15 trnes that of the reinsurance companies. Shouldthere be a situation of overidbtedness, it is necessary to proceed to irnrediately regularize the
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authorization of the Superintendency of Securities and Insurance Companies'.

34. Since they are publicly listed private corporations and must be organized as such, insurance
compamies must secure a public deed, a resolution from the Superintendency to operate, an
inscription i the Regîster of Commerce, and the publication i the Official Gazette of the certificate
issued by the Superintendency.

111.2.- NATIONAL TREATMIENT

35. TIhe provisions which regulate the insurance and reinsurance activity are applied i a non-
discrhninatory manner to national and foreign suppliers who want to undertake such activity, with
the exception of the tax treatment for given transactions i life insurance made abroad by residents
in Chule.

36. The activity of the isurance companies are classifled as "services rendered", and,
consequently, they are subject to the Value Added Tax (IVA -- VAT) and the premiums of the
insurance policies are taxed by a rate of 18 %, with the exception of life insurance, readjustable life
insurance and the premiums or payments for reisurance contracts.

37. If they are insurance taken abroad, by residents of Chile, a tax of 22 % is levied on the
premium.

38. Insurance and reinsurance companies are subject to the First Category Tax, which at present
is 15 %.
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VII.- BUSINESS CONTACTS

SUPERINTENDENCY 0F SECURITIES AND INSURANCE COMPANIES
Superintendent: Mr. Hugo Lavados Montes
Intendent of Securities: Mr. Daniel Yarur
Intendent of Insurance Companies : Mr. Fernando Mir Bram
Telephone : 6962194
Fax 6987425

CONSORCIO NACIONAL DE SEGUROS-VIDA
President: Mr. Juan Bilbao H.
General Manager: Mr. Guillermo Martinez B.
Address: Av. El bosque 180 Providencia, Santiago
Telephone : 2304000
Fax 2304050

COMPANIA DE SEGUROS DE VIDA "AETNA CHILEII
President: Mr. Sergio Baeza
General Manager: Mr. Fernando Hasemberg
Address: Coyancuran 2270, piso il10, Providencia, Santiago
Telephone : 2334566
Fax :2326731

COMPANIA DE SEGUROS DE VIDA "LA CONTRUCCION"
President: Mr. Sergio Orellana
General Manager : Mr. Ignacio Montes
Address: Marchant Pereira 10, piso 91, Santiago
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CHAPTER V

FR1 VATE HEALTH INSURANCE AND HEALTH SERVICES

I.- GENERAL INFORMATION

I.1 Nature and Sope of the Systeun

1. 'Me. current iiealtii system in Chile began to develop in 1981 with the. enactmnent of a Decre
Law which aliowed for the oprtof of privatie iealtii insurance institutions. Nowadays two systems
coexist within the. fraine of the, Chilean hatsruue. A general one, run by theê Governînent and
whichii anae by the. Fondo Nacional de Salud (National Health Fund -- FONASA), to which

afflitin s utmaicby acquiring certain cactrsi. bseodsystem, privlv managed
by the Private Health Istitutions (15PRs) esies a spoclal reiewithln the. frame of a
health contract patterned after private health insurance. Additionally, about one million people are
covered by a special social security health system for the. Armned Forces.

2. ii. setting up and operation of the. Private Health TInsurance Inistitutions la controlled by the.

establish the way and codtosfor the. transfer from the. National Healtii Fund (FONASA) to the.
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pension or subsidy due to labor disablement or unemployment belong 'to the general regimie of
FONASA, enacted by Law No. 18,469 and its By-law. Whenever an individual falis within one of
the categories, automatically becomes affiliated to this regime. Lilcewise, individuals automiatically
re-enter the system whenever a contrat between an affiliate and an ISAPRE is ternunate Any
person belonging to this system is entitled to ail the benefits and services which the medical
institutions belonging to the National Health System provide.

6. In terms of health infrastructure as well as in the provision of many medical services, the
public sector was stili the principal supplier during 1992 according to various indicators. The
National Health Service runs a total of 183 hospitals and 2.228 out-patient clinics and medical centers
ail over the country and provides most of the hospital beds in the country (See Graphie 1). Plublic
Health Services are the sole providers of medical attention in the rural areas. The System supplied
a total of 19.116.851 medical consultations during 1991 (1.4 per inhabitant) up from 13.896.444 (1.1
per inhabitant) ini 1987. (Table I).
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TABLE 1

SERVjeS REDEEDS FONASA fND TUE ISWUE SYSTEN (in iuits>

-- ,-
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*The number of hospital beds is fairly evenly distributed in the various Regions of the country.
Average density was 421 inhabitants per We in 1992, up from 395 in 1989. The best relative
situations were found in the XIth and XIIth Regions in the South while the Santiago Metropolitan
area bas the worse relative condition i the country, with 499 inhabitants per bed.

Graph 1

Source: Ministry of Health

Out of a total of 15.062 registered medical doctors for the year 1992, the Service directly
iployed 6.563 of them, cither on a full or part time basis. The National Health Service also
iploys directly 1,125 odontologists, 2,883 professional nurses, 1,763 midwifes and several
)usand people as medical technicians, auxiliaries, paramedical and administrative personnel'.

NUMBER 0F HOSPITAL BEDS
(Public and private sector)

Public

Pva



1.3 Private Health Services

On the other hand, every Chilean earning more than the minimum wage is entitled to join
vate health scheme of their choice, normally through a 7% deduction from their salary and

around one f million affiliates
'up basically coml

over three
from the

ES, which
companies
-ompanies.

clinics

hospitals,
i medical
1,134,402

PRIVATE HKALTH INSURANCE & SERVICES-CIULE

8.
the p

9.
million
weakthic

10.
handie
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________________ TABLE Il

OPEN ISAPRES* 1M9 BENEFICIARIE** 1992 SALES (US$N)

CONSALUD 633.327 125.00

BANMEDICA 406.431 86.95
PROMEPART 300.887 53.00

0.32

0.07



TABLE III

LOSED

PRIVATE HEALTH INSURANCE & ST.RVICFS-CE"
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13. "Me ten open ISAPRES showing the highest net profits during 1992 appear i Graph 2.

GRAPH 2

ISAPRES RANKED BY NET
12-

US$ milons ~ 31 december.1992
101

e'

j-

0

PROFITS
CONSALUD

MCRUZ BLANCA

BANMEDICA

MCOLMENA G.CRO

*PROMEPART

VIDA TRES

M OMPENSAQION

*MAS VIDA

ISAMEDICA

MLA OUMBRE

ISAPRES

SOURCE: SUPERNTENDENCIA DE ISAPRES

the ISAPRES is contained in Law No.
mncy is created, the Suernenecy of

indic

1w flot 1
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Il. TH1E REGULATORY INSTITUTIONS

11.1 Superintendency of ISAPRES

15. The Superintendency of Private Health Insurance Institutions is responsible , among other
functions, for supervising and controlling the ISAPRES, including the registration of them prior
verification that they comply with the requirements stipulated in the Law; exerting control over them
in juridical and financial aspects; resolving, as an arbitrator, the controversies which may arise
between affiliates and ISAPRES.

16. Even though the Superintendency has a juridical personality and assets of its own, it relates
itself with the President of the Republkc through the Ministry of Public Health.

17. The main fûnctions and responsibilities of the Superintendency of ISAPRES are:
(i) to refflster the ISAPRES. rureviouslv verifving that they abide by the requirements of the
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111. THE RENDERING 0F HEALTH SERVICES BY FOREIGN SUPPLIERS

111.1 Market Access

18. There are no specific restrictions nor any discriminatory norms affecting the establishment
or the acquisition of existing companies by foreign entities or individuals wishing to participate in
the ISAPRE business in Chule. Interested parties should follow the procedures described i the
following sections.

19. Furthermore, with the exception of normal Recognition and Harmonization procedures for
the rendering of professional medical services, there are no limitations or conditions to foreigners
wishing to provide such services i the local market. Ail services which are privately provided i
the country are open to foreign competition, including hospital, cliics, medical centers, laboratories
and other services.

20. Health insurance can also be purchased by residents from abroad. Access to the Formai
Foreign exchange market is permitted. Medical isurance of individuals residing in Chule are subject
to a 22 % withholding tax. There are no restrictions for persons domiciled in Chule to receive medical
attention abroad. ISAPRES operating in the country normally cover those expenses, provided
adequate documentation is presented.

21. As stated in the preceding section, Law No. 19,.933 of March 1990, in its Title 11, stipulates
the provisions which rule the operation of ISAPRES.

III.1A General Provisions

22. Ail ISAPRES are subject to the same legal provisions,. whether they belong to national or

foreign corporations.

III.1.B. Objectives of the ISAPRES

23. The objective of these institutions is to provide health services and benefits financed by the
resources generated by the legal contributions for health or by higher contribution agreed upon with
their affiliates. It is understood that these institutions substitute the health services and benefits
provided by the National Health Service (SNS) and the National Health Fund (FONASA).

III.l.C. Procedures to set up ISAPRES.
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25. No individual person can assume the nature of a heakth institution, operate as such and draw

health contributions without being registered with the Superintendency.

26. The interested entity must apply for the register from the Superintendency by supplying al

relevant information to ensure compliance with the requirements stipulated by law. The

Superintendency must resolve on the application within a time limit flot exceeding 60 days and is

entitled to reject the application if ail requirements are flot met or if the information needed is flot

attached.

27. An actually paid capital equivalent to 2,000 UFs (about US$ 55,000) is required. Likewise,

the institutions must maintain a minimum equity equivalent to 2,000 UFs (about US$ 55,000) which

will be made up of the paid capital, the reserve funds, the resuits of the financial period and those

accumulated from prevîous periods.

III.1.D Other non-discrimiuatory requfremneuts

#'4.--&- - 'Tk TI.fl. t.nn iit cet lin %ni maintain a iuarantee eauivalent to oneC

be seized
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unhappy about their earnings; in fact, the sector is one of tie few registering a national strike during
1993.

32. Meanwhile, access to private sector health insurance and privately provided medical services
is available mainly to the richest third of the population. Although ISAPRES have substantially
reduced, their administrative costs and lowered the price for their plans, there are stili large segments
of the population (specially the aged and the poorer) unable to get on to this system. "Mbis is opening
important opportunities for new business in various areas.

33. One, to devise new schemes, sufficiently 10w priced, capable of attracting more people from
the medium and 10w income range.

34. Two, given that per capita income is rising fast, more people are willing to pay for a private
heakth insurance that renders much better services than FONASA. This is creating a growing
potential market from which ISAPRES could tap new customers in the future.

35. Third, the ISAPRE approach is becoming very attractive to a number of other countries in
the Latin Anierican region. Local experts in ISAPRE organization and management are often invited
to other countries to explain how the system works. Meanwhile, many ISAPR.Es are interested in
starting new ventures in other counitries.

36. Health care was a central issue in the recent presidential elections and a well known
economist has been nominated as the new Health Minister. People from the medical community are
anticipating a number of institutional and budgetary changes i the system. Most likely, a sort of
concession scheme allowing the private sector to run public hospitals will be implemented. Ini fact,
it was just announced that the State owned Hospital El Salvador Cancer Center in Santiago will be
jointly operated with the private sector. This will attract more paying customers which, in turn,
would permit keeping the operating rooms running all day instead of half a day as they do now.
Doctors and other professional personnel will be able to work fMI tizne at hospitals instead of sharing
their tume with private clinics and medical centers in order to increase their earnings..
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V.BUINSSCONTACTS

SUPERINTENDENCY 0F ISAPRES

Tel: 632-5407
Fax:632-3552

MINISTRY 0F HEALTII
Mnse:Mr. Carlos Masd(as ofMarch lOth, 1994)
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HOSPITAL CLINICO LA CATOLICA (private hospitai)
President: Mr. Edgardo Fuenzalida
Address: Marcoleta 367
Tel:633-2051
Fax:638-497

CLINICA LAS CONDES (private hospital)
President: Mr. Aifredo Schonherr
Address: La Fontecilla 441, Las Condes, Santiago
Tel:211-1002
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CHAPTER VI

CONSULTING AND ENGINEERING FOR INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT

I. INTRODUCTION

1. At present, a gap exists between the dynamism reached by the national economy and the
availability of physical infrastructure, in particular in the transport sector. The level of development
attained by Chule and the expected rates of growth over the next years will generate an increasing
demand for infrastructure which will widen that gap.

2. In order to ensure an adequate development of infrastructure, a system of public concessions
ini public works was established i Chule through DS No. 194 of 1984.

3. Thie policy of concessions is aimed at:
(i) adding flexibility to the offer of infrastructure, mainly in terms of roads,
(ii) increasing the availability of resources for investment i infrastructure without having to
resort to State financing, and
(iii) aL-cing advantage of the efficiency of private management in these activities.

TIn <WîVZ A Y U tA C fl TND INFORMATION ON BASIC INFRASTRUCTURE IN THE
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Thermal
5.446
8.123
9.32 1
6.734
5.389

Instituto Nacionat

TABLE 1
Generation of electric energy

-millions of kwh-
Hydrauîic Total
11.451 16.897
9.604 17.727
9.000 19.321

13.074 19.808
16.779 22.167

de Estadisticas <INE)

7. Thei thermoelectric stations in the Norte Grande and three hydroelectric stations i the Central
Integrated System (CIS) i Aconcagua, Curillinque and Pangue are cither under construction or to
be constructed, aIl of which will be ini operation by 1998. Such availability will ensure a normal
supply of energy until the year 2000.

8. Additionally, within the frame of the Bilateral Agreement undersigned with Argentina i
1991, 2 pipeline construction projects, are under study, which will enable thie country to use natural
gas as a source of energy. To that effect, NOVACORP (a Canadian company) in association with
Chilgener, Copec and Gasco formed a consortium called "GasAndes" which proposes to use
NOVA's pipeline in Argentina to bring gas to Santiago Metropolitan Regio>.

9. In 1990, the coverage of potable water and of sewage services reached an urban level of
99% and 82%, respectively. However, the country needs an icrease i this sector to meet future
demands.

Year
198
1989
1990
1991
1992
Source:
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11.2 Irrigation infrastructure

11. The country has 1,200,000 hectares of irrigated land out of a total of 8,746,230 hectares'.

It is expected to put another 600,000 hectares of dry land under irrigation, involving an additional

investment of US$ 400 million.

12. The works and projects are shown in Table Il:
TABLE II

Programmes under construction:

Large Irrigation Schemes:
Santa Juana Reservoir (IIrd Region) 9.855 ha
Canal Pencahue (VIIth Region) 11.157 ha
(anal Lail-DiLyuillin (VIlth Reeion) 63.300 ha

216.456 ha
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15. The evolution of freight conveyed by the North-South railroad system is shown in Table III:

TABLE III
CARGO FREIGHTED BY RAILROAD NORTH-SOUTH NETWORK

-tons thousand-

Year Agricultural Sea&Forestry Mining Livestock Foodstuff & Total
Products Products Products Manufactures

1986 603 1.926 9.811 39 492 12.871

1987 574 1.927 3.469 18 470 6.458

1988 578 1.787 3.080 18 450 5.913

1989 508 1.564 3.564 21 523 6.180

1990 385 1.776 2.056 13 500 4.730

1991 463 1.866 1.843 5 502 4.679
Source: Bol etin Mensual Banco Central de Chile

16. As a consequence of its loss of competitiveness against road freighting, the railroad system
decreased the cargo conveyed between 1986 and 1991 by two thirds.

rt offers good possibilities to freight export products. The route
trified as far as Temuco ($77 km.) and most of the sea-ports have
iccess of cargo by train possible.

No. 19,170
share of t

V a-

117~



20. In tliis sector there are two State comptrolling agencies: île General Directorate of Civil
Aernauicsand the Badof Civil Aeronautics. These agencies exert a strong control over the

investmnents made in the sector.

21. Ini the most motn airport in Chile ~Comodoro Arturo Merino-- located in the capital
of' the country, important modernization and expansion wox'ks are reaching their conipletion. These
works invilve an invetnn of thec ordor of US$ 50 million..

11.3.3 Ports

19 Chile- due toi ts geoý,ranhic characteristics. devends to an Iiportant degree on maritime
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III. LEGAL FRAMEWORK 0F CONCESSIONS IN CHILE

28. There is a wide system of concessions to develop the basic infrastructure in the country.
Apart from a general law of concessions, there are several additional laws of a specific or sectoral
type.

29. The General Law of Concessions is valid for infrastructure works of the Ministry of Public
-Works (MOP). These are: urban and interurban roads, irrigation, airports5. When there exist specific
laws, the latter prevail over the General Law of Concessions.

30. The regime for concessions of the sanitary services (potable water, sewe'rs and sewage
water) is regulated by DFL No. 382 of 1988. DFL No. 70 regulates the application of tariffs. There
is a Superintendency of Sanitary Services which controls the sector. Besides, there is a Law of
Subsidies for Jow income residential users.

31. On the other hand, there is a specific law of concessions for the development of port
infrastructure (law of Maritime Concessions: DFL No. 340 of 1960 and DS 0f Defence NO. 660 of
1988, which approved the regulations on concessions). The saine holds in connection with
development of railroads. Rccently, Law NO. 19,170 of 1992, established the system for concessions
in the sector.

32. Due to the scope of this study, the analysis will only address the General Law of
Concessions. Notwithstanding this, in Section IV, the main port development projects are included.

III.1 The General Law of Concessions

33. 'Ibe framework of the General Law of Concessions includes DFL NO. 164 of 1991 which
establishes the general rules and DS No. 240 of 1991 which is concerned with regulating the
execution, repair or maintenance of public fiscal works on the basis of a system. of concessions.

34. It is estimated that by. 1998, the private sector wiIl finance between 30 and 40% of the
infrastructure of the country, as compared to a scanty 7% of participation at present.

Ternis of Reference of
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36. Any natural or juridical person -national or foreign - is entitled to participate in a bidding
process. When it is a matter of public works i zones adjoining the frontiers, prior to the bidding,
a preliminary report from the National Council of Security will be required.

37. The natural or juridical person who wins the bld must set up a corporation chartered i Chule
or as an agency of a foreign corporation, the sole purpose of which will be those activities proper
to the concession.

38. The winner of the bld must have more than 51 % of the rights of the corporation. Any
amendment to the articles of incorporation must be authorized by the MO?.
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The criteria (termed "factors") which serve to establish the terins of reference of the bidding

a) tariff structure,
b) duration of the concession,
c) subsidy from the Sate to the bidder or payments to the State,
d) revenues guaranteed by the State,
e) risks assumed by the bidder,
f) formulas to readjuat tariffs and systems for review,
g) other additional services (tourism, self-service, publlcity, etc.),
h) expected rate of returns on the net equity of the concessionaire corporation.

46. The above factors can be fixed (deterniined by the MOP) or variable, depending on the
specific project at issue.

47. The flrst selection is made on the basis of the technical offer. In the final selection, the bld
which wins is the best economic offer. The assignation decree must have the authorization of the
Ministry of Finance. Finally, a contract is undersigned and a protocol is drawn up.

II.1C The Rights of the MOP and thic Rights of the Concessionafres.

48. The the MOP are the following:
the construction and exploitation of the infrastructure works. Impose fines and
mntes (in money or in assets) for non-compliance;

z State to make the disbursements necessary to, comply with the concession
instance, land expropriations);
for reasons of public interest, the character of the work and the services
greeing upon in conjunction with the concessionaire the indemnities , if they

sonie other condition.

isionaire are:

45.
are:
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III.1.D Duration of the concession

50. The duration of the concession is established in the terms of reference of the bidding process.
The law establishes a maximum time limit of 50 years.

51. The Law considers the transitory suspension of a concession in times of war or internal
disruption, due to partial destruction of the facility or for other causes established in the terms of
reference of the bidding process. The time for which the concession has been suspended will involve
an extension of the duration of the concession for an equivalent period of time.

52. The concession contract is terminated in the following cases:
(a) end of the time limit for the duration of the concession;
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compliance or for some reason specified in the contract. The decision of the Conciliating Committee
may be appealed to the Court of Appeals.

56. If the seulement of conflicts is not effected through the Conciliating Committee, the
concessionaire or the MOP may file a suit with a competent Court of Law.

IV.FUTURE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

57. The infrastructure where the need are the greatest is transport, that is, railroads, ports,
airports and roads

TABLE IV

CHILE: PROJECTS SUBMITTED FOR FINANCING DURING 1994 (TRANSPORT SECTOR)

REGION NUMBER OF TOTAL COST Ch$ TOTAL COST US$
PROJECTS mitions Thousands

I ~~151 37026 _______

100 27368

III 99 17782

IV 190 32876

368 47827

177 80036

184 86571
150 1

61813
2721

1355563

87740
608604

118145

S110560
65042

61813

13555
636

-t- 278604 1

L-795201
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300 KM. DIVIDED HIGHWAY ON ROUTE

1995US$ 30 MILL.

JECTS IN THE MINISTRY OF PUBLIC WORKS
!NT

COST BIDDING
DATE

ERNANDO) US$230 MILL. 1995

INNEL) US$80 MILL. 1994

US$50-70
MILL.

US$50 MILL. 1995

US$6 MILL. 1994

US$4 MILL.• 1994

US$15 MILL. 1994

US$32 MILL 1996

US$15 MILL 1993

US$15 MILL 1995
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TABLE VI
MAJOR PROJECTS IN TH1E TRANSPORT SECTOR (BY REGION)

(in thousanâs of Chilean pesos)
(Projects over Ch$ 2.00.000.000*) ___

REGION BIP-CODE {NAME ICOST jADMINISTRATIVE STAGE
____ ___ ____ ___ ___ Ch$000 ENTITY

1 20080032-0 M fAINTENANCE ROAD 9075000 ISECTORAL IEXECUTIONfNETWORK( ISAR-94) II
CROSOROAD ROUTE Il aun q

191 ROflO HUARA -CLCIANE J 3820600 SECTORAL EXECUT ION
- I.ROAD 24 CRUCERO-CHUQtjICAMATA
2627000f SCrwAli r - i~ I Iv I

5 LAS BOMBAS-ALTAMIRA

MiTE 5 LINIT IV REGION-DNIEYKO

IcCILA

DULCE

2055054 SECTRAL* VfIIyIacI. 4I

212080 SECORALEXEflTIGW

2500 SECTORAL EWECUIITYr

S697 ECTORAL EXP!IIT lima

2930000 SECTORAL FEASABILITY

t 1' 4

10925930

2213000

SECTORAI. EXECUTION

SECTOAL EXCUTIO
SECTORAL EXECUT ION

SECTOPAL EXECUTION

SECTORAL EXECJT ION

SECTORAL EXECUTION

SECTORAL EXECUT ION

Il

2120800 SECTORAL

2857000
1

2649773



Vil 200O151278 RDAD AINTENANE

Ivil I11200198-O0 BRIDGES PVER ROUTE M-50

SECTOR--dl

EXECUTION

EXECUTION 
1

2938000 SECTORAL

7553734 SECTORAL

6455853 SECTORAL
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x 20080167-0 ROUTE PUELO\PASO EL.BOLSON 3400000 SECTORAL EXECUT ION
X 20026644-0 ROUTE U-40 OSORNO\BANIA MARSA 2735290 SECTORAL EXECUTION
x 20042730-0 ROUTE 5 CHACAO\ANCUO 3187883 SECTORAL EXECJT ION
xi 20073979-0 PATH R. MARIN\LAS JUNTAS 2280000 1FNDR EXEcUiTIO I

xi 20074057-0 PATH ESTERO DEL ME0I0\SEN0 2975000 FNDR EXECUT ION
____ M__ ILLER 

1

MRA2100000 'UND ifvifie??tA

BLANC0\LAG0 CARO\RI0

200000 FNDREXECUTIOeI

2100000 FNDR EXECIJTION

CARO\RIO BLANCO\RIO 2100000 FNDR EXECUTION

10 SORPRESA\RIO 2600000 FNDR EXECUT ION
tE

rRANQIJILO\LAGO 3240000 FNDR EXECIJTION
EXPLORADORES_____

LORADORES\RIO

PTA.LEOPARDO\BAHIA

NADIS\RIO BRAVO

A 0'NIGGINSENTgADA

3500000 FNDR EXECUT ION

- t .4

3300000 FNDR EXECUTION

FNDR EXECUTION

FNDR EXEIUTION

FNDR EX!EJT ION

FIOR EXECUTION

F8Dm EXECUT ION

EXECUT ION

1 ECTRL

2000000 FNDR

MARTA
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METROPO 20072426-0 URBAN PAVEMENT LA PINTANA 2729920
LITAN
REGION

METROPO 20073756-0 URBAN PAVEMENT LA FLORIDA 3173520
LITAN
REGION

METROPO 20073896-0 URBAN PAVEMENT SAN SERNARDO 2201125
LITAN
REGION

METROPO 20062650-0 URBAN PAVEMENT LA FLORIDA 2630966
LITAN
REGION

METROPO 20077259-0 MAINTENANCE URBAN ROADS 5000000
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METROPO 20059357 SUBS5AY LIME 5 47050503 EMPRE EXECUT ION
LITAN
REG ION _______ ______________ ___

NETROPO 20072014-0 ROUTE 180 LOS 2640000 SECTORAL EXECUT ION
LITAN ANGELES\RENAICO\IUEQUEN
REGION _____ __

INTERRE 20072014-1 ROUTE 180 C0IHUE\RENAICO\UEQUEN 3390000 SECTORAL EXECUT ION
GIONAL ______ _______________

INTERRE 11200142-0 ROAD RALUN\CALETA GONZALO 10341577 SECTORAL EXECUTION
GIONAL ______ _______________

INTERRE 20000248-0 ROUTE 68 SANTIAGO\VALPARAISO 5054730 SECTORAL EXECUTION
GIONAI. ______ _______________

INTERRE 20002513-4 CAUOUENES\QUIRIHUE 4000000 SECTORAL EXECJT ION
GIONAL ________________________

20010645-1

20010645-2

1 20068766-0- 1

REMODELING 0F TOULS 2460300 SECTORAL EXECUTION

LL 0F MACH INERY AND 5747000 SECTORAL EXECUT10ON
IENT

~l 0F CONSTRUCTION 14320000 SECTORAI. EXECJT ION
IERY

1 T0COPILLA\RI0 LOA 2369000 SECTORAL EXECUTION

E 5 PARRAL\SAN CARLOS 6124841 SECTORAL EXECUTION

SIGNALS 3950000 SECTORAL EXECUTION

EPATNS IN VARIOUS REGIONS 5600000 SECTORAI. EXECUTION

ER CROSS ING OVER ROADS 2889500 SECTORAL EXECUT ION

2390000 SECTORAL EXECUTION

dT0 DE INVERSIONES. Swico integrado deProyctosC(BIP)
).000 nt the exchange rate of Oecea*>er, 1993»
se; UNIC: Mnincfpet; FNDR: National Fund for Regiomit Devetapment;

G 1ONAL

INTERRE
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V.- BUSINESS CONTACTS

MINISTRY OF PUBLIC WORKS

Minister: Mr. Ricardo Lagos
Address: Morande 59, Santiago
Telephone: (56-2) 672 4506
Fax: (56-2) 672 6609

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
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PORTUARIA DE CHILE

Z, Santiago

7ARRILES DEL ESTADO

Mendez
ý, Santiago
1682

Metropolitan Railroad)

Raventos
ý, Santiago
3119

)ni and Engineering)

mzanilla
401, Providencia; Santiago
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BELFI S.A. (Construction and Engineering)

President; Mr. Enrique Elgueta
Address: San Antonio 255 - Office 1121, Santiago
Telephone : (56-2) 639 2657
Fax: (56-2) 632 1244
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